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Program

Johann Pachelbel
(Nuremberg 1652 - Nuremberg 1706)

Praeludium in D minor

Ciacona in F minor

Georg Böhm
(Hohenkirchen 1661- Lüneburg 1733)

Choral-prelude “Vater unser in Himmelreich”

Dietrich Buxtehude
(Bad Oldesloe o Helsingborg 1637 - Lübeck 1707)

Praeludium in D major, BuxWV 139

Nun bitten wir den Heiligen Geist, BuxWV 209

Komm, Heiliger Geist, Herre Gott, BuxWV 199

Nicolaus Bruhns
(Schwabstedt 1665 - Husum 1697)

Praeludium in G major

*       *       *

Johann Sebastian Bach
(Eisenach 1685 - Leipzig 1750)

Prelude and fugue in A minor, BWV 543

Choral prelude from the Leipzig Autograph (“The Eighteenth”)

“An Wasserflüssen Babylon”, BWV 653

Trio Sonata N.5 in C major, BWV 529
- Allegro
- Largo

- Allegro

Passacaglia et Thema Fugatum in C minor, BWV 582



“In most Christian Europe, the hundred years or so that followed 1650 were a time when organ mu-
sic blossomed even more spectacularly than it had done in the previous rich and varied century. The 
North Sea and Baltic coasts, central Germany (several principalities), Austria, northern Italy, Spain 
(several kingdoms), France (chiefly Paris), even England: each experienced a high summer in its organ 
music for both services and recitals.” (P. Williams)

This evening recital focuses on German tradition, mainly because of the peculiar characteristics of the 
Tamburini organ in the Christian Protestant Church in Milan, following a silver thread running from 
the South to the North of Germany and back. 

Johann Pachelbel, born in Nuremberg, composed a large body of sacred and secular music, and his 
contributions to the development of the chorale prelude and fugue have earned him a place among 
the most important composers of the middle Baroque era. Influenced by Italian, French and southern 
German composers, Pachelbel’s music enjoyed enormous popularity during his lifetime; he had many 
pupils and his music became a model for the composers of south and central Germany, bringing this 
tradition to its peak.

The Praeludium in D minor sums up all the main characteristics of the Toccata style: pedal solo 
passages, arabesques “manualiter” on the “point d’orgue” (a holding note in the pedal), rapid passages, 
arpeggios, broken chords and chords in sound blocks played on different manuals. Indeed, the terms 
“prelude” and “toccata”, as well as “fantasia”, were, at that time, rather interchangeable, all meaning 
a piece intended primarily as a display of manual dexterity, often free in form and almost always for 
a solo keyboard instrument.

The Ciacona in F minor, the “Pachelbel’s little Goldberg”, constitutes undeniably a masterpiece of 
the musician. The piece is developed on the ostinato of a descending tetrachord, of which only the 
watermark will appear in certain variations. The first melody, of poignant simplicity, would not have 
been disavowed by Schubert: she sings, flexible, lovingly followed by the shadows of straight or op-
posite imitations. The 22 pairs of variations (of which only one in the major relative) deploy treasures 
of melodic and rhythmic ingenuity. The ostinato bass pattern is not kept intact in all variations, and 
disappears in some, anticipating similar passages in Johann Sebastian Bach’s Passacaglia in C minor, 
the closing piece of this recital.

Besides Praeludia, Fantasias, Ciaconas, all examples of “free pieces” not strictly related to the liturgy, 
there is the huge tradition of liturgical pieces inspired by Christian hymns, from the Gregorian chants 
to Luther’s chorales. In particular, choral preludes were the most common liturgical composition that 
developed into actual paraphrases of the hymns sung by the Congregetion, supported by the timbrical 
richness and variety of the German organ.

An example is the choral prelude on “Vater unser im Himmelreich” (“Our Father, Who art in 
Heaven”) by Georg Böhm, composer and organist in Lüneburg, which is a highly ornamented pa-
raphrases of the Lord’s Prayer in which he introduces prominent Italian and French features, the 
former seen in the pedal part in continuous quavers (based on the Italian repeated-note string style), 
and the latter in the florid ornamentation of the embellished chorale line. Böhm’s most important 
contribution to North German keyboard music resides maybe in the chorale partita, by which he 
extended his influence also to Johann Sebastian Bach. Nevertheless, this chorale setting clearly shows 
his mastery also in the lyrical treatment of the melodic line and the sense of intimate understanding 
of keyboard instruments.



Dietrich Buxtehude, organist at the Marienkirche in Lübeck since 1668, was no mere cathedral 
organist, his concerts or “Abendmusiken” attracted crowds of the kind not usual until the symphony 
concerts of the nineteenth century and consisted mostly of devotional music, varied enough for what 
was after all the largest auditorium then available for any public event whatsoever, a large gothic 
church. With their wide variety of forms and multiplicity of styles, Buxtehude’s Praeludia may appear 
improvisatory, and indeed the art of the north German organist lay chiefly in improvisation. Behind 
this appearance of freedom, however, careful planning can be detected, and their multiple sections 
are related to one another in often subtle ways. The Baroque concept of the “Stylus Phantasticus” can 
help to explain this seeming dichotomy: this is the most free and unrestrained method of composing; 
it is bound to nothing, neither to words nor to a melodic subject; it was instituted to display genius 
and to teach the hidden design of harmony and the ingenious composition of harmonic phrases and 
fugues. Now swift, now hesitating, now in one voice, now in many voices, now for a while behind 
the beat, without measure of sound, but not without the intent to please, to overtake and to astonish 
the listener in a “sound magic”.

The Prelude in D major, BuxWV 139 opens with an introductory episode in free form followed by 
a fugal portion, which typically comes in two related sections or, as is the case here, three. The work 
begins with an exchange of arpeggiated chords from the two manuals, after which the pedals enter 
with their heftier sonorities to further enrich the musical canvas, and to impart the sense the notes are 
in lively dialogue amid the increasingly lively, regal atmosphere. The first fugal section soon follows, 
presenting a modest single line at the outset, which then quickly accrues contrapuntal activity. The 
pacing is lively but not swift, the music gradually taking on an atmosphere of grandeur as chords 
thicken and the busy manner slackens. A brief Adagio section ensues, bringing on big chords and 
huge washes of sound. The final panel here is cast in toccata form, with several brilliantly contrasting 
sections, Buxtehude deftly mixing virtuosic with epic music. The work ends in a blaze of triumph, 
with powerful sustained chords from the manuals and pedals alike.

Buxtehude’s chorales are mostly quiet, lyrical pieces open to a variety of treatment but bringing to all 
church seasons a subdued, devotional respect.
The two chorale preludes proposed here are lithurgical hymns of the current liturgical time of Pen-
tecost: Nun bitten wir den eiligen Geist (Now we pray the Holy Spirit), BuxWV 209 and Komm, 
Heiiger Geist, Herre Gott (Come, Holy Spirit, Lord God), BuxWV 199.
The first stanza of “Nun bitten wir” dates from the 13th century and alludes to the Latin sequence 
Veni Sancte Spiritus. Buxtehude’s elaboration of the choral is a peaceful meditation on the chorale’s 
text with a moderately ornated melody in the right hand sustained by an imitated counterpoint at 
the left hand.
“Komm, Heiliger Geist” is also a Lutheran hymn for Pentecost, with words written by Martin Luther 
based on the Catholic “Veni Sancte Spiritus, reple tuorum corda fidelium”. For centuries the cho-
rale has been the prominent hymn (Hauptlied) for Pentecost in German-speaking Lutheranism. In 
this typical choral prelude, with strict counterpoint in subtle play of imitations of the three accom-
panying voices, the hymn is the object of a traditional ornamentation. It should be noted, however, 
the melodic efflorescences that emphasise key words like “the flash of light”, “they sing your praise” 
or “Alleluia”.

Among the younger generation of organists, Nicolaus Bruhns was Buxtehude’s pupil and his Praelu-
dium in G major is modelled after Buxtehude’s praeludia. Its five-section form starts with a brilliant 
toccata-like introduction followed by a (4/4) six-voice fugue in repeated notes (an typical element of 
his teacher’s fugal technique) with four voices spread over the manuals and two at the pedal, giving 



to the piece a remarkable fullness.
A transition section in pure improvised and “phantastic” style leads to the second four-part fugue 
(alto/tenor/soprano/bass), in larger measure (3/2), again with repeated notes, built on a swing re-
miniscent vaguely a doubled Lombard rhythm, with a brief/long sequence corresponding to the 
accentuation of the 1st and 2nd beat.
A virtuoso pedal passage with jumps of tenth leads to a great conclusion, with an ascending general 
curve ending with the final G major chord.

The music of Johann Sebastian Bach represents the apotheosis and a synthesis of the German Baro-
que style. The pieces proposed here explore some of the most representative aspects of the composer’s 
production, from early works to more mature pieces, where the complexity of the counterpoint and 
the unity of the musical discourse stand out in a clear way.

The form in which we now know the Prelude and Fugue in A minor, BWV 543 may date from 
Cöthen or the early years of Leipzig. But these are revised versions of earlier versions, whose compo-
sition date back to the Weimar period, so this may actually be ascribed to Bach’s youth. Indeed, the 
Toccata-like prelude - in the stylus phantasticus - bears the marks of Bach’s early, North German-
influenced style (above all Dietrich Buxtehude), while the fugue could be considered a later product 
of Bach’s maturity.
The fugue is irrepressibly fluent: a singable, sequential subject, like a perpetuum mobile element, 
whose lively figures paraphrase the A minor sequence at the beginning of the Vivaldi concerto BWV 
593 and produce only two different harmonies per bar in a typical violin writing. The relentless flow 
of energy of the Fugue leads to a free toccata-like ending with the same traits of the prelude.

Bach’s deep Lutheran faith is a “Feste Burg” (a solid rock) and this reflects into the huge production 
of pieces based on chorals. An Wasserflüssen Babylon, BWV 653 (By the waters of Babylon) is an 
adaption of the Psalm 137 “Super flumina Babylonis”, talking about the exile of Jewish after the 
destruction of Jerusalem, that inspired many composers. 

By the waters of Babylon, there we sat and wept, when we remembered Zion.
On the willow trees in their midst we hung up our harps.

The BWV 653, surely one of Bach’s masterpieces, is a 4-voice elaboration in sarabande rhythm of 
the chorale’s melody extremely rich of symbolism, rhetorical figures, imitations and references that 
combine contrapunctistically with themselves in each phrase of the choral, resulting in a climate that, 
far from being rigorous, is extremely rich in pathos.

Light and dancing, an admirable wave of counterpoint and dialogic concerted cantability, the six 
Trio-Sonatas were composed by Bach “for his first-born son so that, studying them, he could prepare 
to become the great organist he became”. 
The Trio-Sonatas, paradoxically written in a specifically non-organist style, constituted a formidable 
exercise for developing an organist’s total independence of hand and foot, so that a single musician 
creates on the organ what only a chamber ensemble can achieve.
The thematic material is devised as a three-part sonata for solo instruments and continuo but the 
three voices are never augmented or reduced, all is singing and structural and there is no need of basso 
continuo any more.



The last work presented here is the Passacaglia et Thema Fugatum, BWV 582 (Passacaglia and Fugal 
Theme). The term “Passacaille” comes from the Spanish “passar la calle” (to walk down the street) 
and, generally speaking, it can be interpreted as an allegory of the “path” through along which the 
listener is driven by the music: a series of variations over an ostinato bass. On this regular bass the 
ancient dance “passacaille” blossomed into its variations, and thus does Bach work, grafting on even 
a conclusive fugue.
There have been dozens of analyses of the Passacaglia; here it is enough to mention the enormous 
symphonic weight of the work, its internal motion as incessant and majestic as an inexorable treading 
deriving from the procession of the bass.
This gigantic construction appears to us as a brilliant “tour de force”, in which the musician seems to 
have set himself the objective of reconciling the greatest rigor in the repetition of an obstinate motive, 
therefore the greatest constraint imaginable, and the greatest fantasy in the diversity of variations, and 
that by constructing a whole possessing its coherence as a great form, its unity, and, one might say, 
its dramaturgy.

THE “TAMBURINI” ORGAN OF THE CRISTIAN PROTESTANT CHURCH

It was the year 1968 when the Community decided to build a new organ. The project, the result of a combina-
tion of research and stylistic ideals based on the great European traditions, was specially designed and developed 
by a team of experts including M° Gianfranco Spinelli, Dr. J.J. Gramm (organologist and president of the Swiss 
commission for the protection of historical organs) and M ° Enzo Corti (organist of the Church) for the phonic 
and transmission part and the Arch. Fritz Fricker for the design and architectural insertion of the external case.
The construction was entrusted to the “Pontifical Factory of Organs Tamburini” in Crema, which carried out the 
work in 1969, also availing itself of the advice of M ° Luigi Ferdinando Tagliavini.
The result was a newly conceived organ, unique in Milan and Italy, which due to its peculiar characteristics, three 
keyboards and pedals with mechanical transmission, “Positivo tergale” or Rückpositiv (an organ department pla-
ced behind the organist’s back), resonance boxes for each of the four sound organ departments and a particular 
phonic composition with richly characterized timbres, is still considered one of the finest instruments made by 
the Italian organ builder.

The metal pipes are in tin alloy cast on canvas, with a percentage ranging from 40% to 75%, hammered or poli-
shed, and copper plate: the hammering gives the metal greater softness, improving its sound response. The wooden 
pipes are of fine fir of Cadore (the region close to the Austrian border). Slavonian oak was used for the windchests, 
built with the “slider” system. The keyboards, the pedal board and the registers are made of boxwood (white keys) 
and ebony (black keys). The chest is in solid walnut.
The control of the slats of the registers is ensured by electromechanical devices, connected to plates with adjustable 
combinations.
The mechanics of the “Grand’Organo” are of the “suspended” type while that of the organ “Eco-Espressivo” and 
of the “Pedale” is of “sticker and tracker” type.
That of the “Positive tergale”, which passes under the console, is with wooden trackers suspended to “rockers”.

The prestigious organ, with its 2200 pipes divided into 32 speaking stops, since its inauguration, in addition to its 
primary use in liturgy of cults, arouses great interest both in the public and in the press and from this moment the 
“Church” becomes one of the major centers of organ music in Italy and in Europe.
Is also founded the association “Friends of the organ of the Protestant Christian Church”, which through careful 
programming, reveals to the large audience, who is immediately fascinated, the great organ literature of all time, 
including the “Opera omnia for organ” of J. S. Bach, alternating to the keyboards of the now well-known and 
appreciated instrument, in numerous concert seasons, Italian and foreign artists, young concert performers and 
world-renowned interpreters. On the organ were also made several recordings and radio broadcasts with Italian 
and foreign television footage.



The Tamburini organ of the Christian Protestant Church in Milan



STOP LIST

GRAND’ORGANO (II Man.)   POSITIVO TERGALE (I Man.)

Principale   8’   Principale   4’
Ottava   4’   Ottava   2’
XV   2’   XII         1’ e 1/3
XIXX-XXII-XXVI-XXIX    XV   1’
Flauto a camino  8’   Bordone   8’
Sesquialtera 2 file        2’ e 2/3   Flauto a cuspide  4’
         1’ e 3/5   Cromorno  8’
Tromba   8’   Tremolo  
Clarino   4’ 

ECO ESPRESSIVO (III Man.)   PEDAL

Principale   8’   Principale                16’
Voce umana (dal Do 2) 8’   Ottava   8’
Gedackt   8’   XV          4’
Flauto a camino  4’   Ripieno 6 file        2’ e 2/3
Nazardo         2’ e 2/3   Subbasso                 16’
Ottavino   2’   Bordone   8’
Terza         1’ e 3/5   Fagotto                 16’
Oboe   8’   Bass   4’ 
Tremolo

Accessories:

Unions: I-II, III-II, I-Ped, II-Ped, III-Ped,
6 electromechanical memories.
Crescendo and swell pedal.
Pistons: Rip. I, Rip. II, Rip. III, Rip. Ped.; Ance; Tutti

Mechanical transmission for manuals (61 notes) and pedal (32 notes).
Electromechanical transmission for the stops.

Wind pressures for manuals and pedal: from 35 mm to 50 mm.

Total pipes: 2194. 



M. Hauttmann - Lübeck, Rathaus und Marienkirche (detail)



Alberto Pinto was born in Milan in 1974.

After degrees in mathematics and physics he received a PhD in computer science from the 
University of Milan focusing on mathematical modelling of musical structures and music 
information retrieval.

Besides, he graduated in organ and organ composition (terminal degree) at the “G. Verdi” 
Conservatory of Music of Milan and continued the musical studies in organ and impro-
visation with Alessio Corti at the Haute École de Musique de Genève, Switzerland, where 
he was given a “Diplôme de Concert avec Mention” in organ and improvisation. He also 
attended masterclasses and summer courses in organ interpretation with Lionel Rogg, 
François Delor and Michael Radulescu. 

As a researcher, he worked at the University of Milan and the University of Utrecht and, 
since 2006, he has been Visiting Scholar at the Center for Computer Research in Music 
and Acoustics (CCRMA) and the Center for Computer Assisted Research in the Huma-
nities (CCARH) at Stanford University. He is the recipient of the gold medal for mathe-
matics from the President of the Italian Republic and a nominee for the ACM doctoral 
dissertation award. 

His research interests are mainly focused in the areas of mathematical musicology and 
music information retrieval. He serves as a referee for international journals and conferen-
ces, and he is a member of many technical committees, board member of the Italian AES 
Section and of the education committee of the Swiss AES Section.

As a musician, he has been titular organist at the Ss. Patroni d’Italia church in Milan since 
1990 and, since 2004, at the San Bartolomeo church, in the same town. Alongside his 
scientific activity, he regularly performs in concerts in Italy and abroad. In 2008 he won 
the Italian national organ competition of Viterbo - Carivit prize and, in 2011, he was 
awarded the “Pierre Segond” prize from the City of Geneva. 

Since 2012 he is the director of CESMA - Centro Europeo per gli Studi in Musica e Acu-
stica of Lugano, Switzerland, where he has the opportunity to combine his two loves, also 
by teaching courses in mathematical modelling and audio signal processing.
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